
Thank you.  We will come the 21st aiming to be there at 1:30.
We will want the smaller space between Sarah and Donald, her parents.  She
was born December 24, 1903 in Mendon, VT and died May 5, 2003 in Westfield,
MA.  Marion Vera Hurlburt Brandon.

I will bring the two checks and the papers from the crematorium in
Springfield, MA releasing the ashes for burial.

However, can you please tell me again where to go to find the cemetery, and
within the cemetery where to look for this plot - I have only been there
once and know there are actually two cemeteries within a few miles of each
other.  I'm not sure my brothers have ever been there.  We can follow maps
of Vermont and arrive in Weybridge itself.  I know that opposite the church
is a triangle of grass and that roads go at least three directions there. -
is the cemetery we need right there also in sight of the church ? I sort of
remember that it may be.

On 5/13/2003 12:58 PM, "joan jordan" <jjordan@emba.uvm.edu> wrote:

Ruth:  Sorry to be so long in getting back to you. Things are chaotic at
UVM with graduation on SUnday.

You certainly may plan to bury Marion on May 21st - 1:30 to 2:00 is
fine.  I will find someone to be in the cemetery that afternoon to
accept the cremation paperwork for our records.  Please also give us her
birth date if possible.

There is a full grave spot between Nellie Wright and Sarah Wright, or
with a cremation she can be buried right on top between her mother and
father Sarah and Donald.

The fee for an additional family member is $50.00 and the check can be
made payable to the Weybridge Cemetery Assoc.

The fee for opening a cremation has been increased from $75 to $100 and
that check can be made out to Charlie Jordan.

If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me during the
day at 802-656-2673, my office, or send back email.

Hope this covers all of your concerns. jjordan

Ruth M. Brandon (attbi) wrote:
I corresponded with you two years ago about the eventual burial of an urn of
ashes of Marion H. Brandon in the Samuel O. Wright lot in the Weybridge hill
cemetery.  You said there was plenty of room and that the fee for use of the
lot was $50 and for burial of the urn was $75 which I take to add up to $125
unless fees have changed.

Marion Vera Hurlburt Brandon died May 5 and we would like to come bury her
urn on May 21.  I will have the proper documentation/permit to bury from the
crematorium here in Springfield, MA  I believe.  However, please instruct me
as to what you need and where to come.

From: "Ruth M. Brandon (attbi)" <arembe@attbi.com>
Subject: Re: Ashes burial in Weybridge cemetery

Date: May 14, 2003 02:19:27 GMT+00:00
To: joan jordan <jjordan@emba.uvm.edu>
Cc: PCB <nodnarb@sover.net>, ANN <ambrandon2@juno.com>, Howlands <RichnMiriam@cs.com>, sam 

<abulsme@abulsme.com>



Would it be convenient for us to come at about 1:30 or 2 p.m.?  All of us
have 2-4 hour drives to get there but we can try to be nearly at the same
time!  A cousin of Marion, Dorothy Elmer lives there nearby.

I await your instructions.


